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ABOUT SALVATIONDATA

- Independent Intellectual Property
- Ecological Development System
- National High-Tech Corporate Branches & Subsidiaries
- Countries & Regions
- Partners & Customers

**INVESTED**
- 50% of Employees Belong to R&D
- 30% of Sales Revenue Invest in R&D

**AWARDED**
- 32 Confidential Security Certificates
- 8 U.S. & EU Certificates

**OBTAINED**
- 489 National Patents
- 3 International Patents

**AWARDED**
- 32 Confidential Security Certificates
- 8 U.S. & EU Certificates

**WON**
- 9 Provincial IT Progress Awards
- 2 National Patent Awards

**IMPLEMENTED**
- 10 International Projects
- 113 Provincial Projects
- 20 National Projects
With over 20 years’ experience in this industry, SalvationDATA has developed a full range of software and hardware for digital forensics and data security, and became China’s leading integrated forensic solution provider.

In 2013, SalvationDATA has established its wholly-owned subsidiary company: Sichuan Masterpiece Technology LLC which is a leading manufacturer for digital laboratory and command center equipment. With the ambition to provide intelligent software with fantastic hardware, and focuses on providing reliable and customizable forensic lab, command center, and control room solutions in workstation and console design, proprietary workspace, acoustics and electricity control, as well as security.
MANUFACTURING FACILITY

We have **17,000 square meter** facility and warehouse to produce all the products including test prototypes and organize the logistics properly.
WHY SALVATION DATA NO.2
WHY SALVATIONDATA

PROFESSIONAL
WHY SALVATIONDATA

FLEXIBLE
We follow the key principles and processes of INTERPOL Global Guidelines for Digital Forensics Laboratories.

All of our products have been ergonomically designed to follow the standards of the UNE-EN ISO 11064 (Ergonomic design for control centers).

China National Accreditation Service for Conformity Assessment.
We are experts in providing high added value solutions for any lab and control room which needs 24x7 operations environments.
The design of our product is based on a Sci-Fi, simple, balanced, and robust new concept.
PRODUCT FEATURES

CONNECTIVITY
Our products offer multiple connectivity points for easy wiring management.

CABLING MANAGEMENT
Our Products take special care of the cable management, providing the installer with multiple possibilities for the location of power, data, and other sockets.
Our engineering designers apply the HF&E (human factors & ergonomics) to take proper account of the interaction between our products and the operators.
PRODUCT FEATURES

**STRUCTURE COLOR OPTIONS**

- White
- Silver
- Black
- Gray

**LED LIGHTING OPTIONS**

- [Image of LED lighting options]

**BRANDING CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS**

- [Image of branding customization options]
PATENTED REMOVABLE DECORATION COMPONENTS

Takeaway Your Sci-Fi Looking Hi-Tech Decoration
DECORATION COMPONENTS

1. Metal Door
2. Hang Type Screen Frame
3. Screen Frame
DECORATION COMPONENTS

Hi-Tech Aisle
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Wall Type
Screen Frame
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Glass Partition
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DECORATION COMPONENTS

Metal Type
Wall Sticker
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LED Lights
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LED Frame
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PRODUCTS & PROJECTS
NO.4
PROJECT SAMPLE – FORENSIC LAB
PROJECT SAMPLE – CONTROL ROOM
PROJECT SAMPLES
PRODUCT SERIES

ED-PU9607  ED-PU9609  ED-PU9612  ED-SP9203  ED-SP9205

ED-SP9207  ED-SP9212  ED-SP9219  ED-SP9311  LH-DP990
PRODUCT SERIES

ZX-GZ01  ZX-GZ02  ED-SP9600  ED-PU9613
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
KEY INDUSTRY DRIVER

THANKS!

Any questions, please contact us at:
info@salvationdata.com
support@salvationdata.com

+86 28 6873 1486
www.salvationdata.com